
 

Digital Transformation Consultancy why innovation! Acquires Inspearit China to Extend Global Client Services 

SINGAPORE, Sept. 23, 2019 /PRNewswire/  

why innovation!, a leading digital transformation consultancy specialised in enterprise Agile transformation and 
digital innovation, today announced it has acquired Inspearit, the China branch of an international consulting 
group for organization transformation and process improvement. 

"We are pleased to welcome Inspearit China team to the why innovation! family. This acquisition is a strategical 
move for why innovation! as we strengthen our presence in Mainland China, adding onto our existing portfolios in 
Singapore and Hong Kong, dedicated to supporting your digital transformation journey," said Yann Hamon, 
Managing Director of why innovation!.  

"With an expanded capacity and capabilities in Scaling Agile at organization level, combined with a stronger 
presence in Mainland China, we are better equipped to support regional transformation programs in Asia for our 
international clients," adds Joy Wang, Business Director of why innovation!. 

About why innovation! 

why innovation! is a digital consultancy specialised in accelerating organizational transformation by increasing 
business agility and digital innovation. Over the past years, the company has helped companies in Finance, 
Transport, Retail and Healthcare industries in Asia tackle innovation challenges, nurture a culture of agility and 
institutionalize new ways of working to enhance the development of new digital products and services. It is now 
operating with 40 professionals in Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai, and has been delivering sustainable and 
practical outcomes through consulting, coaching and training teams, organisations and leaders. 

About Inspearit China 

Inspearit is a key player in operational organization transformation consulting services carrying more than 28 years 
of experience and innovation. Inspearit China enables collaboration between technology and business by 
improving structure, process performance and competence. The team carries rich experience in Digital, Agile 
Transformation, Change Management and Competence Development and has been supporting global 
organizations in Banking, Automotive, Telecom and Transport industries in China. 
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